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ABSTRACT

Five control syst ems Io~l or~odicto p)ri ate sa' ad ir vergelire. pit rsujiet jil~o ilr and li-a'l
control operate onl a siiu ted wo%(-p ee robot hepad ruateuverod by a robot armi Tite goal is to get s-n ir
qualitative understanding of the interact ion of suchi reflexes under various assumptions The simulatrr
isz meal t to be relevant t, 1'. 1 or list c5 robot. Timi- it incorporates kinemna tirs of t lie r-lot head 1,11
aF!-umneq a Iol-coord ia t " s vstem availa! Ic to robot armn comma nds. so that arm kineniat ' caP -fla tin
are unne esszirv I )vamirs are not mlodeled. silir thlox are hand led hy the, coinmer( al cottroll-rs cii -runt lv
use-d it) tit, Hocliestri rol Iot 1[ven small delays render tie( effec! of delay-fre-e controllers iinstable. but
mlli-dpli \ ver4in of a Sttiitb predictor rani ('01e WvIth delas. If each controler a'-ts onl th, p~redict'!-
s5 !'l 111 oitw r- Ciiiu tci Izi p o p , ts il o e tal n t bl ic n r~ sw t

dl i T dcla vs \S ;t oni tl- ciam ont rol on tpuit Thle systemlis performantir is murh imtprox el if -otditrr(o )t ii ol~ iestialo ~ipovdbtsilptnial ital fcn t rolr wit Ii
c otisi Icr th lie fbc t of ct1j- er ont rollers, antd thli res-ul ii syst-m is c l in tit, presence cf -ir c-r1an ii a i o it

of si or-list ic disti urlalice of con trol delays aiid inputs, anid also in thle presence of svst etnat i- error a risitic
from lmccri rate planmt and wvorld models.

INTRODUCTION

flela vii n. art ivelv iut ellizciit ( nerhanicai or biological) systemns must manage their comptutatimotnal and( pli\,
ira I reson ices Iii appropriate ways in order to survive amid to accomplish tasks. At Rocliest er we are building
anl jut ecra I r1 actively it eliligemt systoem t hat incorporates abstract reasoning (planning). sensing. and actingp

[B -~1 ie , chi int(117 tcs parad igm wv shiall exploit inorporates the( following id eas

1. A liiirarclix of conitrol. so t hat thle highest cognitive levels can reason in terms of i/i a t hey want done
rather than hion to (10 It i detail. This ie~rarchy shiould extend throughout the systemi

2. At the lowver levels. the control hierarchy ends with visual anl' -o-r skills or ircfleres. These capiabilit ies
are cooperative but to sotme extent independently control. <I .1, 2 ome are always rutnni ng. arid thley
form tie( building blocks onl which more complex behavior u1, . Examples are tracking targets to
miiitmie mot ion blur or redirecting gaz- as a result of attentioiadl shifts.

3, Part of the Job of low-level visual capabilities is to present perceptual data. such as flow fields or
depth miaps, to higher-level visual proces-es Low-level procesqes canl often benefit from knowledge of
self-initiated unot ioi onl thle part of time- seimsiig entity. They can often be built, on thle low-level control
capabilities.

N ui, .2' 'I-. a nine degr -e of freedom robot body-head comnbinationi controlltd by a Sunt coimputer
interfaced over a serial Ine t(o a \'AL-!l rnhot control system, and over a VMIE bus to the three eye moirtor
co~nt rollers. The visual input is processed by a pipetined( iniat,, orc-"eiui qystemn. Thle syst em has beeti
used iii several prouiisitig demonst rat ions of considerable complexity iii depthl-map creation and vergence



S'C)O.OI !'H. It liaz alco been us,., for som-" simle lIut effe. tive rpal-t inI'. a,,pli , itv in ra:i!Ic %n I

fixation.

\What has been nirsinr so far has been the cooppra tin of several modes of -on r,I. or thi, np-ra ijr'1 , "f

several at oti-e Ili tlie work reported below, a si1111lat ion of the rol it head and ,,s i, us,, d .- xan ii ;,

effects of different styles of interaction between certain control capabilities that we have imnpl. -nint,d (siu ,,

as tracking) or anticipate using (such as using eye movements to compensate for head rnov,nts)

Tle sini uation software is based on the actual robot head kinematics, and has provided a flxille tool f!r
investigating the interaction of different control methods and different types of control interaction

THE MODEL OF HEAD AND IMAGING

The simulator gooiitry can capture all the essentials of the Rochester robot [BroR,.l P ] ( ire-uding Itli-

annoyinc "'ot-spherical" geometry of the camera pans and tilts). It allows geole,.tri, paranwt rs to, I,-
changed to explor, tHIe effr(s on error and the possibility of ad aptative control. The robet arm is ri,,
mo, deled: rat her tle model abstracts it to a single eve-support platfortn that can be postine, arl,itraril\ in
spa-e wilh six decre,. of free'dom;: three in pitition, thre , in orientation. On the model lead iz a mtd,']1,.,
tilt capability that atflcts both cameras. and each camera has a modelled pan capaility T-1he g,-mitry
of h, oMT,-I of the various axes in these links are variable, and incorporate the geometrical complxity of
lIe real systll. ]he simulated mechanisml is massless: this reflects the effective behavior of our current
hardware system when viewed from its high-level control operations. The independent control of the came,3
pans allows us to model modern theories of saccadic and ver once systenis: heads with mechanical verg-,tce
capability need one fewer motor but must use older models of these svstenls.

The canera models incorporate point projection with fixed focal length, as well as a "foveal-periph,"r'l"
distinction by iich the location of imaged poitts is less certain, outside a small foveal region. depending
on tile off-axis angle of tile target being imaged. The target itself is a single point in 3-D space, moving
under dvnamical laws. The experiments below were often carried out with the target point in orbit about anI
invisible "black ho-- - thus tie target followed an elliptical path. In other experiments the target m-ved in
a straight line. In some of tile experiments involving delays tile target, was stationary but the robot moved
in X. Y. and Z. thus creating a perceived target motion, but one due to factors under robot control

It is assuiied that the imaging system knows the distance to the target (it! real life. this distance may be
derived from binocular stereo, apriori knowledge, any of a number of monocular distance cues. kinetic depth
calculations. etc.). It is assumed that. for each eve, the instantaneous retinal velocity of the target is known
(ie th. vector difference between its position in tli current image and its position in the last image) Other
than that, the system only knows the left and right image (x,y) location of the target's image. Of course the
target's image position and hence image velocity is perturbed by uncertainties arising from the blurriness
of peripheral vision, should the target not be foveated. There is a further provision to add uniform noise to
the target's imaged position -. this can model quantization noise, or be used to approximate process noise in
the target's motion.

THE MODEL OF CONTROL

ZERO DELAY CONTROL

The input to the control systems is usually based on quantities that can be inferred from vision (e g tile (x.y)
position of the target, which should be driven to (0,0), or target disparity between the two eyes which should
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be driven to 0). Some control inputs arise from the robot's "'proprioception' (eg th amount the camera -

are panned or tilted from their null positin). and some is from other control signal (when one ronlr-l is i,

null out the effects of another). The simulation has controllabl, output parameters corrfponding tn one set
of VAL-Il robot control parameters (the VAL-l "tool coordinate system") for the head its X.Y.Z position
and A,B.(" orientation. Also there is direct control over th,. pans (independ .nt for left and righl) and tilt
(common) of the two cameras. In every case the outputs of controls are veloity, commands to the nine
degrees of freedom in the system. reflecting one simple form of our current interface to the motor controllers

The basic control loops that manage the system are loosely inspired by the prim-r visual system. however.
most assumptions and technical decisions have been made either for the sake of simplicity or to mimir our
robot rather than for the sak-s of faithfully modelling known biological systems or optimal mechanial systmn
(see the Discussion su:ction belowv). Still, one of the major design goals is that the system can support more
detailed coihtrol models. Most of thi loops have several parameters, such as the proportional. integral, a,.'.
derivative (PID) constants of their controllers, and their delays and latencies. Delay means the amount of
time after a commanded motion before it co;nmences - this is often called latency in the literature. Latency
is how long it takes the command to complete: it is another time constant that indicate both how son
another command can be accepted. or how long tle command will be affecting tie controlled (veloc it.)
variables. In all tlie work so far. only saccades have latency greater than unity. In thp robot systen the
delay corrponds to) how long it takes the mechanical system to respond to a motion ordered frnm a high
soft ware level, and the lat,-.nry reflects how long it takes to complete a command. The assuimption is of
control delay, not sensor delav: that is. we assume that "sensors" (visual or robot- and eve-control n1t, or
states read fron their controllers) are availablc, to the system immed iately. wilthont d,,a.1, and thus refl,t
the true state of t e world. (Our analysis and(l the algorithms extend to the case that tie sum of control and
sensor delays is constant for any controller.)

There are five separate control systems

1. Saccade: fast slewing of cameras to point in commanded direction. Saccades are modelled as open
loop, though in primates there are "secondary" saccades that correct errors in initial saccades. Th,
saccadic system tries to foveate the target and to match eye rotations to the target velocity so as to be
tracking the target as soon as the sacrade is completed. Current opinion is that the saccadic system
is aware of the 3-D location of the target. not just the location of its retinal image fHowever, in the
implementation used for the experiments below, saccades operate with retinal locations and velocities.
not 3-D locations or distance. The left eye is dominant in the system. The saccade aims to center
the target image on the fovea of the left eye: the righf eye i: panned by the same amount (and of
course tilted by the same amount for mechanical reasons). Thus the saccade maintains the current
vergence angle. It is implemented as a constant-speed slewing of all three pan and tilt axes, with one
of them attaining a syst em constant maximum velocity'. The slewing continues until the target should
be foveated (it myv not be due to peripheral blturriig or other noise), at which time the svst em is left
with eve velocities that match the perceived target motion before the saccade. Thc saccadic system is
characterized by its maximum velocity and its delay.

2. Smooth Pursuit: trackiiag a moving target. This is a "continuous" activity as opposed to tile discon-
tinuous saccadic control activity. The error here is target position in the left eye, (which should be
(0,0)), and the commands are pan and tilt velocities to the left eye. The pursuit system has delay.
latency, and PID control. In both tile saccadic and smooth pursuit systems modeled here, there is
strict (exclusive) left-eye dominance.

3. Vergence: the vergence system measures horizontal disparity between the target position in the left
and right eyes, and pans the right eye to reduce it. The vergence system has delay, latency, and PID
control.

4. Vestihulo-Ocular System: tile VOR system is open loop in the sense that its inputs come from the
head positioning system and its outputs go to the eye positioning system. Its purpose is to stabilize
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eyes :Ciainst head motion. and its inputs are the control signals for head positin i XV? vli i'.. AiBc
an Ir hr .I, c it It also us,-- thli distancv of the target since, that affcts th,- appr'pri; ... .r ,

The VOF should ide'aly he impilentPd by inverse kin,iatics. to which the ,urrnt inj hementati i
(and pr,sinallv the neural on,-) !' an aptrn imatinn. Its nutiut is coiiiiand, to th, pans and tl!t
controls to null out the apparent tn ,-t no tion cause d ll head motion It is chararterized l dll ,l%.

latenc. anl,-] open loop proportional gain.

5. Platform Compensation; This systen is a head-control, not gaz,-control system. These systels are

known to interact in subtle and complex ways. but this particular reflex simply attempts to keep tlie.
eves centered in the head", so that the camera pans or tilts are kept within 'comfortabe" nechanii-al
rang-s The -comfort function* is a nonlinear one x/((r - rrnar)2 ). where r is th, average pan anlelr
(to control head "yaw" movements) or the tilt angle (to control head "'pitch" movements). In either
case 'x 1: 0.- -,rbanically imposed limit of the system. This reflex is open loop (eve position
affects head position), with delay, latency, and open loop propcrt;,nal gain

The systein has tlile capability of operating in two modes: sniooth pursuit and saccadc. In smooth pur-,i!
mode. thi e VOR. platform conipensatiirt pursuit. and vergence systems are left runnina In sacade nicol.
ot icr controls nay Ic- dial,!ed. ]'his allows modelling the effects of turning off vergeiie. head cOninpn i i.
tracking. (fr. during sacca,ls. Ultimately it seemed best only to turn off tracking during saccads. but
other combinat ions are delnonst rated below.

1 h- dclays anl lahtencies are implemented with a commanid pipeline, in which tl e commarind-d chart ilm
velociti's are entered opposit- the tim, in the future the.y are to take eff-ct. Tim- is discroti7rd to, sorie level.

callerd a tnck henceforth. A larger delay results in entry of the corresponding command further in tihe future.
Latencies are implemented by dividing the commanded change between as m"ny discrete time periods as
necessary to spread the effect over the latency. The pipeline thus is indexed by (future) time instant. and it
has entries that holl the commanded velocities for tile six head degrees of freedom and thre, canra degrees
of freedom. Each instant also has an entry corresponding to its mode (saccadic or pursuit). 'lie pipeline is
implemented as a ring buffer.

For the delay-free case. the control archit,-cture is strictly independent. That is, controller- ar- ignorant
of each others effects, and the combination of control effects is modeled by all controllers incrementing
or decreriering i a common control register (indicating some motor velocity setting). All increments arid
decrements are made to tle current value that is there already, which perhaps is nonzero because of input
from another reflex. Thus lhe control commands are summed in the simplest possible way, as if each control
systeni-s output N%-ere- a D.C. voltage and all the outputs were soldered together at the eff.ct or motor's input

The saccadic system shuts down the pursuit system in the sense that for the duration of the saccade (which
is comput-d from li ihage distance it must moove lhe fovea and the maximum velocity it can nove), all
other commands in the pipeline are overwritten, and tile mode is changed to "saccade". Further commands
trying to affect these instants may be ignored. depending on the (compile-time) policy desired.

NON-ZERO DELAY CONTROL

Slight amounts of delay destabilized the simulated system. as expected (see the Experiment-s section below).
Control with delays can be stabilized by turning down gains and slowing the response of the system, but itsperformance then suffers. Successful control with delays incorporates some form of prediction [Mar79]. The

controller implemented in the simulation is a version of a Smith predictor [Smi57,Smi58], which is the basic
idea behind most modern methods

Smth 's Principle is that the desired output from a controlled system with delay p is the same as that desired
from the delay-free system, only delayed by the delay p. Let the delay be -- P, the delay-free series controller
be .(z). the desired delay controller be C(z) and the plant be A(z). The delay-free system transfer function
will be
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1I lil, pi-'' ri' j r sawre a ilnlr of related( contmors. often ariqi fruir earl, cr1hor by sji 1 '

i~~oclacarr rarlflrirnFigrre I is oner block diagrami of a Sinith prediction conItroIlir. alil it d,-scribes

If thle inmximumn d cla% of a cn t roller in the syst em is T, The plant mrrdeli s a pipf:line of ernugh frttl re

robot rit s to ro rear h t im- T into, tim fit u rr'. updiat ed and externded once a tick. Ideaily tihe rrlobot*s st atc iq
Wedjo aleinre only tic. control commna idrs art on it. Prac tically- there many 1), srotne ph ii t noise III t I-

Work s(. far. tlire woriri predict ion is siinplif ed by assumiing, the world is Static anl tha-t the rolot) &oes all tlir

moving (nia \igat ion in a static enviro-lnment). As part of tle experiments, target miot ion w~as addined to test

til F istpj resporS, to- a fats, t arget nri el.

EXPERIMENTS

DELAY-EFlEE CONTRlOL

III all tie stir rriat ions. thIr goial of thle Syst lln IFi to) pit one or hothi of its eves, squtarelyv oti tlire targrt (at
retinal posit ion (0,0)) and keep them there. Tile head is always in an upright position, so pants rotate tile
camef:ras alont a vertical world axis, tilts rotate tihe cameras about a horizontal axis. \ *itir a static he~ad.
panls induce image x motion upon a static, foveated target and tilts induce image y motion In all the graphs-
of this section, the horizontal axis is time, and time vertical axis is pan and tilt error, or equivalentl\ tihe
iniage r and( y posit ion of thre target. Each graph shows both left and right eye r and tj errors, hut often
the y errors are superimposed since thle tilt platform is common to both cameras lII every case there is
peripheral buirr, which is niodelled by adding. outsidef a small "fovea", uniform noise to) the target (X,11,)

loc)ation, With Standard deviation proportional to 11d. where d is tile euiclidean distance of (Y, 14) from the
(0.0) point. The simulation does not use realistic time-constants and speeds, which instead are scaled sr
that intecrest ing effects happen wit hin a few tic ks.

Fig-, 2 and 3 illustrate the cumulative effec~t of simply superimposing control capabilities: each operates
itidepetledi t ly and t heir outpiitiz are siniplv suiied at t he effect ors. [Delays are zero, hat eri es (except for
saccade!;) 11uitt v r thiese two fliiures tracking is b\ posit ion error signal
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Figuire I: The" impletnented Smit li predictor control I-le block diagram is easil y derived from th' Smijth pr'diCtor

equation. withi thc MO(DEL PLANT. MODEL WORLD, and MOIDEL SENSOR blocks correspowlinp tr, A C, i'
represented b 'y the block labelled CONTROL and everN thing below the dashed line. Tbe CONT11,l, block represent,

all five control s 'istems, and the DELAY block represents a vector of their five independent delaYs. The PLANT,
WVORLID. and 5ENSO-R block4. r-pre4.ent the robot simulation. Dela~ed control is impletornt-d with a pipelin" of

controls to take place in the future, and tite plant model is a similar pipeline of predicted robot states derived from
tite control
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IVigiir r 2 ljtcreainc!v', ft,.-ii.e di a'-fr'o conlid tpsul from SlJ-rpositiorl of noninteractiog, coiirnll.r lal Irack-

iog only "lhe lk 't (d(olnina nt ) eve pans and tilts, induIcing tilt in t le righit eye The tracker us,'s a pc, qlon error

siozal The rig~ht , ve get no pan signal. and its horizontal error accrues (rom target motion. The left e e tra'k

successfully until it hits mechanical stop at tick 14. (1) Add vergence: Both eyes hit stops at about tick 1, (,I

Add head compensation: This control is to keep eyes from hitting mechanical stops by turning the head in the sam-

direction as the tracking motion. A less-desirablo effect is to amplify the tracking signal, overcompensating and

destabilizir the tracking. (d) Add VOR. which effectively compensates the head rotation with eye rotations.
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Iiterac tinig Delay Cord vol Rush Noise

The independent delay control algorithm is not is smart as it could be. The short-delay controls do not look
into t it, fu~t ire ar far as t lie lottg-slelay cont rols, and therefore they do not antic ipate tile effects of slower
contris This effect slioNs up when long-delay atid short-delay controls affect each ot!h' r's output, either
direc t Iv or tlirochl t lie- k ittiat ic chiain The rpazoti the verge reflex cant run with) different delay and not
destalize17 tilie itlePptIdet it del,au\ rnotrol systemi Is that no othle control (bar rinmg saccade) affects the right
ca rn-ra s part velo it yat' pnd mitt i ttg is at t l'iendm of thie kinenat it chain Assumei each controller knows its
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Fig.r5 (a) 'Fie no-dela, r ontrollcr applied to the svsten with a constant dela i H one tick in all controls ,deal
this grap . should be a dcla.ed version of Fig 2(d). (I.) The no-delay controller applied with zero delay in all controls

except tracking, wAhich hias a delay\ of one tick
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f"ligur(- a la) 1o be compared with fir 2 (1 an, Fir 5( a) Ile Smith predictor with indfp-ndrnt contrl i,

stal-l ' with unif,.rnl controller delay\s (I) Indepeoideit control also is stable with ,ergvnc -e control d'la\ different i

Saccade, ind uie tran'int s but t he system is still stable even if vergenc" delay different. (dl SN-,stem is unstable if a

noni-% frg,1'i, , ont rol. hr,. \01'. ha different d(.lay from other non-vergence controls



own dfe]a\ '1. and, th drh, cf all tit- crtIt, r cont r )1,i itt Ih t {l)) thatm sitar' all oitit wit OlI' 'I hit

eav-it coiit r(.1,r canl uts thI, Lokv, Ing Ililt, rart Iiz roIttrolsI algorit hi Look ah f ad 0,, it nai-ri i ti t, 

of any eentroicr in I a ud Yt rrrrtc th/i'7 dtctrd r io I'nt anid ron 17oI 1 If fo r t h a (f lr ,1, , 1) t r co i f
a pprerriat( [cv th ( Q ' fihrr sti(3at (;io i 1171 Ju )lM t - T 'I Ill islgnrithil ni stt~ cesftiil. rr c %%it "Ita

d I ~rli dayfr ca,-I ~,iti r,. FI g -0a/

Ani easy tp\ teia o of this alg-ritim that lose-s soti- flexillt\ is sintph. to ilcta.tim dclay of all
Lontrois that sliar- an ll tpiit to he tile tiaxilllllll delax of -,n\ of tlieir nttnber and appl\ tit,- iridependet
dlahy cowtrol aig 'r Itho Tleti all cont rois itt tit- st look alitad a, far acz til r sio%%ost rrtettb-r. anrd act a'
im. curret nololt 1 il result ailt slowing of fast coltt rcd is of course, subhopt imtal whten tile- do niot hax'

t o a t Iit cc)i icer It i slow% con t roik

Figur-s 7 art'l , Slt,-%% suit1 Cxerillielits w%-ith ititerartiig delay control, antd introduce stocilastir distrirbaiters,
in tile - Mpitt al, ttd ebt s The svst cn is robusjt aga int senisor noise, or varyting unl rt Siltiy i n target borat i, ii

Tie prelimunarN COnCIttsioti is tihat the system destabilizes- with unpredictable delays Awhen the outputs are
chartging relat ixpiv fast, btut (of course) is less suscept ibie to unpredictable delays if tim conitroi ottputs ar-

DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WVORN

S IMU L A T10N A ND nE A LIT Y

The goals for the si mutiaIor were to pr \ido a k itieliat ic anrd imaging model fairly clr i t- thlit of t lt,
P ocr-test "rcml o- Tie model has no dyia niis. bitt neil her (hoes tie robot frort the pointl of view of th-i
a ppltcatlrtis progra mrt . tie cur rent rotai]lt 0 r on t rol soft war- hides t itis leveli 1wit sinitia or does-
5-e11 alc-iia ' to il it rate the cliarac t rist irs of d tfl-retlt stylesF of control an(i to delnotst rate ilie qualitative

biiav wior re-sut itigi from rmit rol Int eraction, debt , s. Anid v7!riots forms of unrert ainlt\y As tite sopilisticatioll

of tie conltrol tcitlogvat Rociliest er i ii'reases a userful simulator would have, to ircorporait increasingly

Likewise tlie simiiator'- ext erior world atiii imlagc-Jrocesstng niodici is simple. consisting of a single point
whjose imiare is st allt ane'Ously and reliabNv (if niily) fotind. To some extent this is also reallstir s ince it re-
flects t1l- capablitl Of fram-rate, fealtlur- detect ion JircxSS, but it ignores the exist.ence of noesophis5ticated1

oprerat 0115 or t ltnsrl xvi~tl lotIIAe t imie-coist anit

Si mit1la t ti Is likel *v to) reila tti a basic tool itt a real- t ime robotics laboratory, bitt aLs tie cottrol alid] visual
eniivroluitct g(;s s ltct I tlio siiiiillattit beconme slow and Costl) Tuell advetii Of cheap real-tiie,
hard\Wa re ii ake(s It 11i tirasingly practical to replace simuitlat ions withI real- worili experiments. whtichI are inore,
likel1. to x icic rele-vanlt results

COMPARlISON WITH PIRIMIATE GAZE CONTRlOL MODELS

Because of its experimental accessibility, tilie sinmplicit y of the plant involved. and tile diverse cohlat eral
knowledge about tite visual sys tern. the gaze control system is the best-studied biological senrorimiotor
control system. The animial model most reirevant to) our robotic work is tile primlate, because of tile cbns"
relationship of visuial attention with fixation that aises with foveal (i e. narrow-angle, high-resolution) vision
Gaze control ill the cat alnd rabbit (and frog) is significantly .different.

Einwbedge- of tie, primiat e ga/--control systemi might help provide insight to robot designers, and if the right
hardw~are were available robotic equtipmoent fiiight be used to implement computational models of gaze cont r.]
hius providig anrt xp)rimeont al farilit y comnpirnitit ary to the usual psy'chophysical and neuroscient ific ones5

The work decr led re is not \et dedicate-d to miodelirng biological systems, but nonetheless com pris ios
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arc inevitail,. arni-iie:, and po-iblv ns:fiil 'I hli .- 1-1in i I rv bri-f and adrnitt,-' lv si ' ani~lin

from tie Iminmens and rich (i ec confusinig and ontradictory) Iit,rat urc on ga and hl, l Crqrol i 1 i'l 1, goat

svst ems It se,ms fair to say that most of those sVstotems int-ra t . and Ihat it Is %.'rv dfiliult to lay drw ri

hard an(d fast rules about what individlnaI svste-T ,an and canlt arlii,\.

Pursuit and Opto-Kinet i Beflex

Ihe Opto-Kinetic Reflex (01K1) causes tile eyes to follow a rootion of the full visual field, and is driven

(to first order) by "retinal slip". or optic flow ]it primates the 0IP comes in two stages. a faster (direct

and a slower (indirect). with the direct being more dominant in man The siooth pursuit mechanisnl l,

track small targets. and is often described as being driven by fnueal retinal slip Thus these two farili, '-

are similar. and there is some thought that the direct part of the OKIP respons- iz just the smooth, pursuilt

system [CoIS .

The situation with smooth pursuit is anything but simple. however. It seems to be possible to pursue extra-

foveal targets smoothly. Smooth eye movements cannot normally be induced witlinut a smoothly-moving

stimilus. but th'y porsist after a target disappears, thus arguing that some forin of prediction ,an exeit-

the response [c kS31 Smooth pursuit gain drops with stimulumis velocity. Last. sinooth pursuit in monkeys

sents to 1,e drivTi (in a large fraction of individual,) not just by veloc ity error but als,'o b\ lositinn and

accelerati-ii errors Ihus a model such as Young's (s, below) that suggests a roconstructed target N'el,,ity

is the control input (rathpr than a sensed optical flow) could be augmented with a broader range of error
signals :LM-"] 1 l

The siiulatnr haq itr 1 'inented both \elr'ity control and position control with -preditabl, results (conipar,

Fig. 3(b) with Fig 4(b)). Without position feedback, the system matches velocity and relies oii saccades.
which take place when position error goes over a threshold, for position control. There seems no advantage

to this implenientation unless optic flow velocity can be sensed directly, as opposed to position. For instance,

if motion blur could be directly sensed. it would make a direct optic-flow velocity signal. Of course analysis

of a particular motion-blur track could yield its centroid or enidpoitts. bringing us back to position control.

Vergeince and Saccades

Ilie priiivate vergenc ssemn is rather slow, and coupled to the focussing (accommodati\e) systems and the
saccadic system \'erence and accomodation are coupled pairwise, and the "near triad" is a reflx made up
of these three systenis. in which focus and vergence are both driven in the proper direction and faster thaii
normal whrn a saccade from close to distant target (or the reverse) is made [Mil5]

Work with the Rochester robot has concentrated on "gross vergence", mediated through disparilty computed

between full-field images with variants of the cepstral filter [OP89]. The simulator described here is driven
by horizontal disparity bet wen t lie left and right target images. In the sirnulator, (whi-I does riot include
focus) tlie cooperat ion of vergence and saccades is achieved siniply. by the device of letting imaging. disparity
calculation, and vergence reflex run during saccades. This method may or may not be nonbiological (as usual
there is some dispute about the amount of visual processing that goes on during saccades). Its practical
disadvantage is that it is inefficient: It is just as easy to have the saccade control both eyes. Tile only reason
the current simulator does nol run this way is that it is less interesting.

The saccadic system has a longer delayI than smooth pursuit (120ms as opposed to 50 mis), reflecting its
higher-level control origins. It can move the eye at 300 to 400 degrees/second. It is often modeled as a

sampled-data system, kept stable by a latency and trigger mechanism that inhibits its firing again before the
system has settled. In our robot system, saccades should not be needed for position control during tracking,
and thus will be associated with shifts of attention, or at least of visual resource commitment.

In the experiments shown, the maximum'saccade speed was limited but the maximum speeds for other

reflexes were not (conlpare the .1 rad/tick saccade rate in Fig. 3(a) with the .3 rad/tick speed of the
tracking and vergenice in Fig. 2(d) Clearly tire control should not be allowed to command unrealistic
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speeds. and th, r' !ativ, streingths of tl, outputs nitist be adjusted. 1ii our sinIlatit,, tI, strv I "lf!

c. , t- donna nt - impletnent at ion of sarcades and of t racking is almost certainly ain exagr,,i at iVoni cf t h, nui r

doininance effects in prirmates. Still, from a practical point of view it means that the necessary low- ,e

vision conrliutations do not need to be carrid out in both eyes simultaneously.

Tie Vestihile-Ocular reflex

The Vestibuo-Ocular Rleqex (VOil) stabilizes gaze by counteracting commanded head rnovem-nts with e\e

movements. It is the fastest visual reflex, with a delay of only approximately 16 milliseconds. It is an

open-lool, control, in the s,"nse that \'rstibular sensor output is converted to eye muscle input and deli.er,-d

through a path of approximately three synapses. It can be a high gain control (gain approximately 1). it

can often exactly cancel out head motion effects. The VOR being open loop, there is a general proldni of

how it internally models tlie system it is controlling.

Research on the VOI has addressed the geometrical aspect of its modelling: the conversion of sensor
signals in tile coordinate systems of tire semicircular canals to effector signals for the variously-placed eye
muscles. Robinson [f,)lbS51 mcdels the geometrical transformations as 3x3 matrices operating on 3-ve, tors
Changing matrix c-monint- can accomplish adaptation, and the adaptation can be driven by stimiuli

such as retinal slip (indicating a failure of the reflex) without explicitly modelling the spnsorirnotor sstonl
Pellionisz [uel%.P':81 rses tensors to model the differing transformation properties of tire sensory and motor
vectors and transformations. and addresses the problem of underdetermined control of tile many muscles
that accomplish eye and head rnovenonts by the relatively small number of sensor dilnrnsios

Th. V'OiR s input orinirates in the linear and angular accelerometers of the otoliti organ and semricircular
canals. They have very short time constants, but tie VOR operates correctly for slow velocities. 'I his leads
to the postulation of a "velocity storage mechanism" that integrates the output of the accelerometers and
makes the resulting velocity signal available for control (e.g. [RCS5]).

Other VOtP work a((resses its time-dependent behavior: its gain and piase-lag characteristics under differetit
conditions (e.g several papers in [13J85]). Much of tlre VOR's behavior can be explained as parametr
variation among its gain. bias. and time constants. Miles el al. [MOL85] develop a multi-channel model
to explain VOil's ability to cope with the frequency-dependent output characteristics of tire sen.Cors with
frequ-nirc-selective adaptation properties of the VOR itself, and with other adaptive properties of the \'O1
This work presents explicit transfer functions for tire semicircular canals, the oculoynotor plant, the velocity
storage mechanism, and the neural channels that convert head velocity estimates to motor out puts. The
channel model is linear and can he stated as a lumnped-pdramniter linear system. bul the channels make it
easier to identify which gains musi be changed to reduce systeri errors.

A basic aspect of tie \'OR is its adaptability. The reflex adapts over time to changes in the optical system
(e g. artificially indured dysturia I [Rob8-5]. The \'OP interacts with other reflexes and th," st iruhi that
evoke ther). For example, large-field rotations that elicit the OKR have an interesting effect. If they are
slow, they bias the VOhi (and tile opto-kinetic system) in the same direction, which tends to cancel tire
movement effect If they are fast, they induce effects in the opposite direction, which may be interpreted as
ignoring the movement effect JCol85]. VOR gain can be depressed from 1.0 to 0-1 by training that involves
no visual input (subjct imagines tracking a target attached to head while moving head in the dark). and iJ
likewise significantly affected by verbal instructions and other seemingly unrelated activities (such as mental
arithmetic) [J385.

Adaptation and modeling can come together in VOR behavior that adapts to repetitive patterns (a perhaps
familiar example is disembarking from a longish sailing journey). One way to achieve this capability is
through a "pattern storage" mechanism that effectively produces and uses a model of tile outside world
Some workers are attracted to this idea, otlers seem to think it is unnecessary and are explicable by, for
instance. channel adaptation

What has all this to do with a robotic VOIB? Many of the issues mentioned above call be made to vanish
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Ve may know the relation of tie sensor output to the desired inotor output if we decid, t,, r JlO IIt,- r-, T

and head kin matics accuratelv (In fact in tho simulation, the robotic V()I makes se ral approxin,,al,
including a "spherical" geometry for tho camera rotation axe,. a small-angle approximation, and othlvrs I

cal sense velocities directl or even activelv monitor the relevant control signals we l,,,l tocanerl I h, fTi-

dainental issues that still need significant work involve adaptation and interaction Ad,-qual, unterstand il

of these issues would pot only give the robot system the efficiency exhibited by natural systrns, bul coild

mean that such exercises as accurate kinematic modeling would become unnecessary.

Head Control

There is less written on head control than on gaze control, but a good recent collection of work exists [t'I '
There are various head stabilization reflexes, some tied to optical stimulation. The relation of head conlr,'

strategies to the ex olution of particular brain mechanisms and the existence of foveate vision is explr,.d
by Roucoux and rommelinck [RCSS]. Some fairly detailed biornechanical head models exist, and head
movements have been investigated from the point of view of optimal control theory. Head movements caii
he quit(, rapid (f600-700 degrees/second) and are part of normal long-distance saccades in primates Thii'
the saccadic and head-control system work together to achieve gaze redirection. There has bien somer, wo(rk
here (e.g. [Guig: ' ) indicating that head mnvements can tak- place at differing times relative to sacradl,

Typically, they lea,d or lag depending on whel her the target location is predictable or not

Thi¢ coupling of head and eye movements is clearly more sophisticated than the compensatory refl,.x iniple-
menlitd in th, simulation, which is not coupled to saccades at all and which must lag eve mnvenints sine,' it

io f, l\ driven by ye positions. Thus more work needs to be done if we are to achieve t li inreased rapiiti.
of gaze redirection that arises when bouh head and eyes are moved in a coordinated way.

Another Model of Delay Control

The control scheme implemented in this simulation, the Smith predictor, differs from a srleri, seemniNlr
first proposd ill a gaze-control context by Young. taken a step further by Robinson. and used recently in
robotic gaze-control for an agile, two-eyed robotic head at Harvard University [CF88].

Young You77] wanted to explain how smooth pursuit avoided instability in the presenceP of two, difflculti-s
that apply if tracking is modeled as a pure negative feedback system. First, the error. and thus control,
signal is zero when accurate tracking is achieved: this should send eye velocity transientl\ to zero Second.
tracking performance is better than it should be given the delays in the control loop and the time constants
of tle processes. ttis proposal is that the system tracks not the retinal image, but a neural signal that

correspond.- to target motion (in the world).

Ini 1971 (for a recent reference, applied to saccadic, tracking, and limb control, see [Rob88]) Robinson
proposed a mechanisni to implement Young's idea. In the negative feedback system the eye velocity is fed
back and subtracted from the target velocity (with some delay). If the eye is in the process of tracking. ,thn
the target velocity is the sum of the eye velocity (with respect to the head) and the target's retinal velocity
(its velocity with respect, to the eye). But the latter is just the error signal resulting from negative feedback

Thus an estimated target velocity signal can be constructed by positively feeding back the commanded ev,
motion into the control loop, delayed to arrive at the proper time to combine with the error term produced
by negative feedback. This mechanism not only provides a signal based on the target's true motion, but it
cancels the negative feedback and thus removes the possibility of oscillations.

Robinson's scheme is related to the Smith controller shown in Figure 1 in the following way. In Figure 1,
the signal at E is an error signal, and the one at D is a difference of error signals that. is zero when perfect
tracking i- taking place. This difference of errors is a delayed (but consistent) error signal that is added to
the predicted error signal in the non-delayed path C. The controller in Figure 1 tries to drive errors to zero
To change- Figure I to Robinson's scheme, delete path C and remove the modelled world and sensor from
th, lower half of the block diagram" Then path B carries the simulated plant, not the simulated error. Path
E still cotiains error, but path D now contains a prediction, or reconstruction, of the world state Thus
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he con troller nr-w must trcat the signal at 1) a- a set point tn h~e ac ievrd t hrough openl-1, loop niet 1- . wir~

as an error. H ohinson proposes parantt n adiapt i\, control (in the form of two related gains) to provid-

adaptative capability should the open loop yield the wrong results

There are tihus some similarnities het wpen thle two schllw. butt thIe utderlvling control ph illosoplilp- are rat hrr

different .In paricular. losing the power of negative fee-dback is a large sacrifice thIat tim robot icist mayi
not need to make. Thte Smitht predictor control systemi keeps the advantage of feedback control (running

on tlte modelled world and plant). There are many methods of estimation, observation, and prediction of

world. sensor. and plant used in modern control theory. aitd thus tlte Smith model allows for flexibility in

the assumtpt ions untder lying its predict ions.

FUTUflENWORK

We plan to supply more quantitative model parameters, and to try to model the spatial and temporal scalps

that actually apply in the laboratory. Sensitivity analysis will be unrdertaken to quant ify the effects of various

disturbantces. especially the probtern of unpredictable delays.

We plan to integrate some of the existing Kalman filtering tracking utilities [flroR9,B3F~z83 to perform e,-

timiation of tlte target's state. Also we miay explore estimation techniques [Gel73,Ber76.Eyk1-4] inst eadl of

simulation techtniques to predict the state of the plant.

The simulated systemn can support other relevant aspects to the control problem, including the impo~rtatit
ono of a. 1ipi inr, t' chattges itt th lePlant . Itt othe-r work, we htave implemnted- "the MIT rule" liic Ii is

a grad clii (lesc!'tt methIo I simnilar to bark-propagation learning in neural nptsq. to learn part of the robed
hlead geotnet ry. Itt a way thtis learning systemn acts like another control system, with inputs the discrepencies
between expected and observed target motions given eye motions, and outputs are parameters to tile modeled
plant (in this caqe. lengthIs of lintks in thIe htead kitternatic c hairt.

lnipletiintat ion of anl iitcreasingly. sophisticated ga~e control system on the Rochester robed shtould takep
place over tlte next few years. We anticipate substituting a Butterfly Parallel Processor with multiple inpult
and out put ports for thle central controller of tlte system.
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